Structural aspects of human leukocyte antigen class I epitopes detected by human monoclonal antibodies.
This study addresses the concept that human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I-specific alloantibodies are specific for epitopes that correspond to HLAMatchmaker-defined eplets. Eplets are essential parts of so-called structural epitopes that make contact with the 6 complementarity determining regions of an antibody. From published molecular models of crystallized protein antigen-antibody complexes, we have calculated that contact residues on structural HLA epitopes should reside within a 15-Å radius of a mismatched eplet. This study addresses the structural basis of high-frequency HLA class I epitopes reacting with human monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) derived from women sensitized during pregnancy. All mAbs were tested in Luminex assays with single HLA allele panels. The HLAMatchmaker algorithm was used to determine their specificity in context with eplet sharing between the immunizing allele and antibody-reactive alleles. To assess the autoreactive B cell origin of these antibodies, we have applied the recently developed nonself-self paradigm of epitope immunogenicity to analyze residue differences between the immunizer and the alleles of the antibody producer. A total of 9 mAbs were specific for epitopes associated with the 41T, 80NRG, 163LW, 69AA, or 80ERILR eplets. In each case, the immunizing allele had within 15 Å of the mismatched eplet, no residue differences with 1 of the alleles of the antibody producer. This observation is consistent with the concept that these mAbs originated from B cells with self HLA immunoglobulin receptors. Eplet-carrying alleles exhibited different levels of reactivity, which, when compared with the immunizing allele, ranged from high to intermediate to very low. In many cases, lower reactivities were associated with differences from self to nonself residues in surface locations within 15 Å of the specific eplet. Apparently, such locations may serve as critical contact sites for the antibody. In other cases, other residue differences did not appear to affect binding with the antibody, suggesting that these locations do not play a major role in antibody binding. For these mAbs we did not obtain convincing evidence that residue differences in hidden positions below the molecular surface had significant effects on antibody binding. These findings have increased our understanding of the structural basis of the immunogenicity and antigenicity of HLA class I epitopes and provide a basis for interpreting HLA antibody reactivity patterns in Luminex assays with single alleles.